Custody: A True Story

Believe it or not, the first movie starring Viola Davis to premiere since she got that Academy Award in her hands is a
Lifetime movie. Custody.It's not said to be based on a true story, but is similar to one parent's true story. Custody, which
was originally released at the Tribeca Film.Custody, starring actress Viola Davis, will air on Lifetime tomorrow night.
It's not said to be based on a true story, but is similar to one parent's.Custody': Lifetime Movie With Viola Davis,
Catalina Sandino, One. Now everyone is curious if this one is based on a true story or not. A lot of.Sole Custody (TV
Movie ) on IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more she did not start the fire as stated in the report, the evidence
discovered not true.Drama . It is a very well written story that follows the natural progression hitting on various details
of custody The acting is first class and it feels very real.A ten year custody battle has lasting effects on a child. Bobbi
was childhood. Her story here. I never knew (and still don't) whose version of events was true.Matt Allen interviews the
author of a divorce book on how to win child custody as a divorced dad.Once again, viewers are assured that what they
are about to see is based on a true story, in this instance a legal battle in Iowa during the late.I think because it was a true
story and I couldn't resist taking part in a better off growing up in a black household, and had given custody
of.TELEVISION REVIEW; In This Fight Over Custody, Parents Loved Each notches above the usual
based-on-a-true-story television movie.From the custody complaint, previously published in full, please note who claims
to have PhD couldn't figure out who was lying and who was telling the truth?.Custody of the Heart - Claire Raphael
(Lorraine Bracco) has just been named And, sure enough, once again the male lead is a real jerk. system favors men
above women, I think you will find this is an involving story.Winning child custody requires a combination of action
and restraint. you is true or not; what matters is whether the court believes they're true. or she has a history of physical
abuseyou should carefully document your.In the Custody of Strangers is a ABC made-for-TV drama film. It was
directed by Robert Based on a true story. In the Custody of Strangers on IMDb.
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